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The Elwha PlaneCam

Tracking the largest dam removal ever
In high spatiotemporal resolution
…with cheap cameras
Andy Ritchie
Elwha Restoration Project Hydrologist
Olympic National Park
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NPS/USBR monitoring
• PlaneCam flights

– Surface models for sediment volume
– Orthoimages (erosion width, active channel location)

• Longitudinal profiles/surveys

– High accuracy xyz measurements
– Ground-truth, Fills gaps between flights

• Continuous stage recording
• Sediment sampling
• Erosion modeling

– Tracks coarse & fine sediment fractions
– Predicts erosion with modeled hydrology
– Feedback with measured data refines output

Outline
• Latest numbers… Glines dam has 25 feet left to go,
~11 million yd3 eroded from both reservoirs so far –
about 50% of the estimated total stored.
• Lots of monitoring by many researchers, this talk
focuses on Elwha PlaneCam - a novel method to
collect lots of data.
• Examples of how the data are being used

Lake Mills and Glines Canyon Dam
• 7/8 of Glines Canyon Dam is
removed and Lake Mills is gone
• 1/2 of sediment volume has
been eroded from the reservoir
• Remaining sediment thickness
ranges from <5 to >20 feet
below river level and has
increased in silt & clay content.

How do you monitor the biggest dam
removal ever?

Big Data

What is the Elwha PlaneCam?
• Elwha PlaneCam is not a Drone
• Photogrammetry using Structure-from-Motion
(SfM)
• Tremendous volume of information
– Orthoimagery (4-6 cm pixels)
– DSMs (~25 cm RMSE)
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PlaneCam Details
• Canon D10 w/ hacked firmware
using CHDK (open source) to run a script on the
camera:
– Lock shutter speed @1/1500s, Disable neutral density
filter, Override ISO, infinity focus
– 3 second interval infinite timelapse
– 2 hours (2400 pics) on internal battery

PlaneCam Details
• Hired local charter plane (Cessna 172)
• flight paths based on test flights
– Download/upload data from/to plane GPS
– Edit in GIS

• $250 - $300 per flight (~1 hr)
• Flights monthly (summer) to weekly (winter storms)

Flight lines…

And a few calculations…

Plane-Cam by Andy Ritchie

PlaneCam components ($<400)

4/29/2014
(experimental EOS M camera)

Near-real-time photogrammetry
RTK GPS Control
Points

Data Processing

• Many software options (commercial/research)
Free solutions I explored and liked:
– VisualSfM (ChangChang Wu – UW, now Google)
– CMPMVS (Michal Jancosek – Center for Machine
Perception, Prague, Czech Republic)

• What I chose and why:
– PhotoScan (Agisoft – Russian software company)
– Streamlined, scriptable, integrated GCP solution
good GUI, excellent user community, reasonably
priced ($549 academic/$3599 commercial)

Hardware Requirements
• Powerful workstation good graphics card(s) and lots of
memory.

• Previous  current setup:
– Dual Xeon X5647 Quad Core CPUs @ 2.93 GHz
– RAM = 12GB  48 GB  192GB
– GPU(s) = 1 ATI FirePro V5800  2 NVIDIA GTX 560 Ti 
2 ATI HD7970

• Processes ~1000 images in 30  16  8 hours

Orthoimages

RGB average image

Often have 10+ overlapping images
Image stacking improves detail
Note detail on logs, channel

Image mosaic

Sensor noise more pronounced
Captures moving objects (cars, waves)

Feb 2013

7x3x4 meters!

Big rocks moving below Elwha Dam site

Mainstem active channel stored sediment
(Sep 2011-Sep 2013)
Middle River = 249,000 m3
Lower River = 338,000 m3
Total storage = 590,000 m3
measured with PlaneCam (and sonar):

Measured profiles

Lake Aldwell Sediment Budget
• ~1.5 million cubic yards
of net sediment erosion
since September 2011.
• About 25% of estimated
total
• Total > net erosion, due
to storage from Mills
• Erosion rates have
slowed since dam
removal completed.

Elwha PlaneCam 10/15/2012
minus USGS 2012 lidar
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Lake Mills Sediment Budget
• 9.5 million cubic yards of
net sediment erosion
since October 2012. (1
million this March)
• Represents ~1/2 of 20
million yd3 estimated total
• PlaneCam allows frequent
model calibration,
frequent situation
updates
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• Progress can be easily
monitored
• Difference surfaces
show deposition,
erosion, channel
migration patterns

Elwha PlaneCam
• Affordable, powerful survey
tool for whole project
• Fills many monitoring gaps
• HUGE data trove of
information during dam
removal
• Can be fast turnaround for
mission-critical data
collection

• Requires significant
processing time, computing
power, technical expertise
• Lots of ground control points
for this scale (nearly 200)
• Noisy data with specular
reflection (water)
• Takes away from field time 

